This pape clarifies the definition of alignment from the viewpoint of linguistic similarity. We propose new method for the alignment betwee the languages that do not belong to the same language family. On the contrary to most of the previously proposed methods that rely heavily on statistics, our method attempts to use linguistic knowledge to overcome the problems of statistical model.
INTRODUCTION

Previous Works
Bilingual corpus provides more information than monolingual one (Dagan, 1991) . In recent years many works have been done on word alignment after the research on section, paragraph, sentence, and phrase level alignment. Word alignment works not only for th automatic construction of bilingual dictionaries and other useful resourc s, but also for the various applications such as machine translation (MT) and word sense disambiguation.
Statistical approach has been used as main technique in most alignment systems (Gale, 1991; Brown, 1993; Dagan, Church, Gale, 1993) . Correlation information of bilingual lexicon is mainly employed in statistical approach, and other information, such as character information or position information is used additionally (Brown, 1993; Dagan, 1993) . In the alignment of some language pairs that do not belong to the same language family, word list (Wu, 1994) or functional word information (Shin and Choi, 1996) was employed additionally.
In contrast to the systems that mainly rely on statistical approach, the English-Chinese alignment system developed by Ker (1997) used a class-based algorithm in its word alignment, and the syste did not use any statistical technique. The result show ed that this new approach could overcome the lower coverage of the statistical approach whil gaining high precision, even if his system was only based on small test set. Ker's work clews us the feasibility of pure linguistic approach in the resol utio of the alignment problem.
Phrase level alignment is one of the most difficult problems in word alignment. Some statistical approaches have been used to resolve the problem, but most of them get hold of not linguistic phrases but statistical ones (Wu, 1994; Shin & Choi, 1996) . Using parser maybe a solution to this problem (Turcato, 1998) , but it can cause other problems such as data sparseness because of the syntax diversity between th two languages. For the improvement of correction, some research restrained the alignment object to som special phrase such as compound noun (Kupiec, 1993; Kumano, 1994) .
The research described in this paper is sponsored by Advanced Information Technology Research Center (AITrc) and Korean Science and Engineering Foundation (KOSEF) Phrase level alignment is especially much more difficult when the language pairs do not belong to th same language family, becaus the syntax structure and the lexical formation are much more different in this case there are more cases out of many-to-many one to one correspondenc e relation between these languages. Because the information employed in conventional alignment system is not enough in such languages, it causes the decline in both of coverage and precision (Shin & Choi, 1996) .
Our Proposal
In most of previous research es, the definition of alignment was represented as "align word (text, phrase section etc) to its translation" (Gale, 1991; Shin & Choi, 1996) . It seems like the concept of alignment is so obvious that no one have concer ed for the problem "what is the translation of an original word". In this paper, we would like to clarify the definition as follows:
"Alignment" is a work on finding the translation of the source language. 'Word alignment" should find out the object that shares the highest semantic similarity with the source word When there is more than one candidate, system should find the object that shares the highest syntactic similarity among th candidates. If word level alignment is impossible because of the linguistic peculiarity, alignment object can be expand ed to phrase, which contains the least words and shares maximum semantic similarity with source word or phrase.
From the above concrete definition, we can easily find that alignment problem is essentially the problem of bilingual word similarity calculation.
The traditional statistical approach has been testified to be effective in the resolution of alignment problem, it shows that statistical information reflects word similarity in some stage. But this approach get good result mainly betwee the languages that belong to the same language family (Brown, 1993; Dagan, 1993) and shows limitation in coverage even after training with extremely large bilingual corpus (Ker, 1997) . To the languages that do not belong to the sam language family, the statistical approaches have shown limited coverage and low correctness, even after the employment of additional information (Shin and Choi, 1996; Turcato, 1998 ). This result is not surprising becaus statistical approach is just an indirect way to get the word similarity, and the information employed in the previous syste s, such as statistical information, word position, functional word or rule, is indirect and vague knowledge in reflecting word similarity.
Then, what is the more direct information in getting bilingual word similarity? In monolingual processing, some resources such a s dictionary, thesaurus and WordNet have been customar ily used. Alignment needs bilingual information, so we attempt to use bilingual dictionary instead of monolingual dictionary . Thesaurus and WordNet have almost never been used in bilingual alignment excepts Ker (1997) because they normally contain only monolingual information, but Ker shows us a sound approach to make use of monolingual thesaurus in bilingual alignment.
Besides this, we believe that there are character similarity, lexicon similarity, syntactic similarity between some languages (e.g., Chinese and Korean). At least, above linguistic knowledge is more close to bilingual word similarity than something lik statistical information or word position information or so. We will discuss about it in next section.
LINGUISTIC COMPARISON BETWEEN CHINESE AND KOREAN
We will compare the linguistic property of Chinese and Korean from the three viewpoints -character, lexicon, and syntax. At the end of the comparison, we will discuss bilingual word similarity and relativ information.
Character Comparison
In theory, there is always at least one Korean character corresponding to any Chinese characters. Practically, there are some rarely used Chinese characters have no corresponding Korean characters. Most of the Chinese characters have exactly one corresponding Korean character (Ex, " ') , and seldom of them have 2 or more ones (Ex:
We constructed a Chinese-Korean Character Transfer Table (CKCT Table) to reflect the correspondence relatio . There are totally 436 different Korean characters corresponding to 6763 Chinese characters that are listed in GB2313-80 Chinese code table.
Lexicon Comparison
In history, Korean language was influenced by Chinese languag especially in the formativ process of lexicon. We will look at th lexical similarity betwee the two languages from three viewpoints -lexical formatio , part of speech (POS) and lexical intra-structure.
(1) Lexical formation 60% of Korean words are derived from Chinese words. If these Korean lexicons are transformed into corresponding Chinese characters or vice verse, they will have similar form and meaning (Ex, "[C] (Li and Choi, 1997) Similarity of lexical formatio is on the prolongation of character similarity. Similarity of lexical formatio exists between other language pairs too and this property has already been used in some previous works (Church, 1993) .
(2) POS
POS similarity indicates the regularity betwee the POS of the source word and its translation, for example, if a word is a pronoun in source language, then it is highly probable that the translati of the word is also a pronoun.
POS similarity has been gotten attention by computational linguistic researchers long before and has been made use in several previous alignment systems (Dagan, Church, Gale, 1994; Shin and Choi, 1996) .
(3) Lexical intra-structure
Different from other language words, Chinese words have intra-structure. For example, the verb "T ffi [Xiayu](rain)" is composed of two words, one is verb "T[Xia](fall,drop...)" and the other one is noun "ffi [Yu] (rain)", we'd like to say that intra-structure of word "T ffi [Xiayu] (rain)" is "verb+noun".
We found that in most cases of one-to-many (1:n) correspondence, Chinese words have some specific POS and intra-structure. And the Korean phrases will hold similar syntactic structur s whil the source Chinese words have the same intra-structure. We name it "lexical intra-structure similarity" in our paper.
For example, in next two transfer examples, the Korean phrases have the same syntactic structure while the corresponding Chinese words have the same intra-structure: The lexical structure transfer rules ( e.g., "
[C]verb4verb+noun[K]Vp4noun+aux verb +termination") can be constructed semi-automatically Chinese word intra-structure can be partly gotten from the Grammatical Knowledge-base of Contemporary Chinese (Yu, 1998) and Chinese dictionary.
(4) Lexical sense
Even if two languages do not belong to the same language family, their lexicon has semantic similarity because the objects they want to describe are the same world. One of the best examples about semantic similarity between two languages is bilingual dictionary , almost all of the source word s have their translation in target language.
Concept similarity is closely related to semantic similarity. Formatio , POS and intra-structure of lexicon all r flect semantic similarity as we have discussed above. Besides them, the syntactic similarity (that we will discuss below) and statistical information that has been used in most alignment system all reflect semantic similarity to some extent.
Syntactic Comparison
Word position (e.g.,between English and French), functional word (e.g., between Korean and English) and POS information all reflect syntactic information, and they have been used with statistical approach in previous works (Gale, 1991; Brown 1993; Shin & Choi, 1996) . But in the alignment of Chinese and Korean, word position in sentence is not correct enough because their word order s are quite different. Chinese is SVO type languag whil Korean is SOV one, and both of their word orders ar quite flexible . Additionally, Chinese word order is reflected by semantic element more than by syntactic on (Li,1981) .
But it does not mean that there is no syntactic similarity between Chinese and Korean. Syntactic similarity indicates that there is syntactic regularity in syntactic structure transformation. This property can be described in simple transfer patter s that contain no embedded structure (right hand side of next examples). Using simple transfer pattern will be more correct than only using word position in sentence or POS information. And it will be benefit to over come the data sparseness problem than using parser or sentenc transfer pattern.
3.CHINESE-KOREAN WORD ALIGNMENT
Alignment Object
Alignment objects are restricted to some substantive (content words) in both of Chinese and Korean. The standard of exclusion is that, if most words of one POS have one to zero (1:0) correspondence relation in alignment, it will be excluded. As the result, all of th xpletives and quantifier of Chinese, and all of th function words of Korean are excluded. Figure 1 shows the linguistic resources we used in our system and information they can provide. Bilingual dictionary provides us the target words that have highest semantic similarity with the source words. Bilingual Class-Net is constructed with Korean and Chinese m onolingual thesaurus , and it provides us the conceptual similarity between Chinese and Korean words (Huang & Choi, 1999) . CKCT Table helps us to get similarity of lexical formatio . And grammatical dictionary provides us some grammatical information of source lexicons and it is helpful in getting the lexical structure similarity Simple transfer pattern makes use of simple pattern information in getting syntactic similarity. Finally, bilingual corpus provides us correlation information of bilingual words as is quite well known.
Resource an Information used in the System
Alignment Algorithm
We use Chinese and Korean POS tagger as preprocessor of our system. The Chinese-Korean alignment system architecture is shown in Figure2.
Figure2. Chinese-Korean Word Alignment System
Figure3 is an example that will be used for our alignment algorithm. Stagel: Dictionary based alignment We use CKCT and bilingual dictionary in this stage, and employed dice coefficient equation (Dice, 1945) to measure the similarity of lexical formatio . Using CKCT table, and transfer the given Chinese word to its corresponding Korean word by transferring characters one by one, and then add it to empty set kci. 
Stage2: Statistic based alignment
We will align words that have high co-occurrence, but share lo formation similarity or can not been found in bilingual dictionary. We employed t-score to reflect correlation of bilingual words as equation (2), and if the result bigger than threshold, then save it to set Similarity,p The algorithm of class-based alignment is as follows:
1. Search the class Ci of given Chinese word ci in Cilin, get all of the Chinese words that contained in the class C, transfer them to corresponding Korean words by transferring characters one by one, and then add them to empty set Ka.
2. Calculate similarity of c, and given Korean word with equation (1) About the word pronunciation and the meaning in English, please refer to the item 2 just above.
-Filtering before Stage 4: To raise the precision, system will filter the alignment result before stage 4 with some heuristics.
For example, if there is one candidate to one Chinese word, and the similarity is high enough (bigger than threshold ts), then it will be marked "1" (level 1, means correctly aligned). And if the similarity is high but not high enough (bigger than threshold tl or t2 but smaller than threshold ts), it will be marked "2" (level 2, means not finished yet).
If there are more than two candidates to one Chinese word, the best one will be marked selected, and if the similarities are very close to each other, then them will be remained all.
Stage4: Pattern based alignment We will align the words that have not bee aligned yet until stage 4 using simple transfer pattern. In this stage, aligned word information and word position information will be employed, and only the word position that inside the range of simple pattern will b considered useful.
Let's look at the algorithm of stage4 with an example:
To example of figure  3 , " [C] .+"'ff Stages: Expanding to phrases when needed We will try to do 1:n, n:1 and n:n alignment in this stag with some heuristics.
1.To some Chinese words that have both of specific POS and intra-structure, check if there is possibility of 1:n corresponding relation.
To the Chinese and Korean words that have above two alignment candidates, check if there are possibility of n:1 or 1:n corresponding relation, simple transfer pattern will be employed in this step . 3.To the possible relations of 1:n, n:1 and n:n, if the similarities of candidates are very closed to each other and they are all high enough, it will be considered as correct alignment. Otherwise, the relation will be deleted. As the result of stage 5, the sentence pairs "Tffin4RMf. Our Chinese-Korean alignment system is still under construction.
We used bilingual dictionary that contains 6,000 items in dictionary-based alignment. And used 60,000 sentence pairs as training corpus in statistic based alignment. In Pattern based alignment, for about 300 pairs of simple transfer patterns are employed. As a result of experiment, we could see that 60% of Chinese Korean corresponding relations are 1:1 relatio . If include the 1:2 and 2:1 relation s, the percentage can rise to 95%. And in most of the 1:2 relations, the Chinese words hav specific POS and intra-structure.
CONCLUSION
This pape clarifies the definition of alignment from the viewpoint of linguistic similarity . We can easily see that the alignment problem essentially the problem of bilingual word similarity calculation fro the clarified definition. Based on the definition, we proposed that linguistic knowledge would be stronger than traditional statistical approach in word and phrase alignment, especially between the languages that do not belong to the same language family. The experiment result of our alignment system partly sustains our proposal.
We make a linguistic comparison between Chinese and Korean from the viewpoints of character, lexicon, and syntax. The lexical and syntactic similarities that proposed in the paper exist in other language pairs too. And the use of such similarities is helpful to raise coverage and precision, especially in the alignment between the languages that do not belong to the same language family.
